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Abstract
A discrete SIS epidemic model with stage structure and standard incident rate which
is governed by Beverton-Holt type is studied. The suﬃcient conditions on the
permanence and extinction of disease are established. The existence of the endemic
equilibrium is obtained. Further, by using the method of linearization, the local
asymptotical stability of the endemic equilibrium is also studied. Lastly, the examples
and numerical simulations carried out to illustrate the feasibility of the main results
and revealed the far richer dynamical behaviors of the discrete epidemic model
compared with the corresponding continuous epidemic models.
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1 Introduction
Epidemics play an important role in the development and survival of human species. Re-
cently, mathematical epidemic models in discrete time have been established to describe
the dynamical evolution of epidemics. For example, in [], Castillo-Chavez and Yakubu
proposed a discrete SIS epidemic model and investigated its complex dynamics. In [],
some SI, SIR and SIS type epidemic models in discrete time are studied by Allen. In addi-
tion, many other results on the discrete time epidemic dynamical models can be seen in
[–].
In the standard SIS model, the incidence rate is bilinear and is given by βIS, where I
and S are respectively the numbers of infective and susceptible individuals per unit area
and β is the transmission rate. When N , the number of humans per unit area, is large, the
adequate contact rate βN which proportionates toN is unreasonable, because the number
of infected individuals which a susceptible individual contacts is limited. Anderson and
May in [] point out that standard incidence βIS/N are more reasonable than bilinear
incidence. Capasso and Serio in [] introduced a saturated incidence rate g(I) = kI/(+αI)
into epidemic models in studying the cholera spread in Bari in Italy, where k and α are
positive constants. The general incidence rate g(I) = kIq/( + αIp) was proposed by Liu,
Levin and Iwasa in []; here, q and p are positive integers.
It is well known thatmany kinds of diseases, such as AIDS, SARS and tuberculosis, more
easily spread among mature individuals. Thus, it is meaningful to consider models with
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stage structure. Stage structures were introduced in some continuous models (see, e.g.,
Xiao and Chen [] and the references cited therein). However, up to now, there have
been few results about discrete epidemic models with stage structure. In [], a discrete
epidemic model with stage structure governed by bilinear incidence are studied by Li and
Wang. In this paper, we will investigate a discrete epidemicmodel with standard incidence
and with disease that spreads only among mature individuals.
According to the transmission mechanism of some diseases, the population is divided
into three classes: immature individuals, susceptible mature individuals and infectious
mature individuals. We denote that J(n) is the density of immature individuals, S(n) is
the density of the mature individuals, I(n) is the density of infectious individuals and
N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n) is the density of the total population. We assume that the sus-
ceptible individual becomes infectious after contact with infective individuals, and recov-
ery from disease does not give permanent immunity. Furthermore, we suppose that the
infective individual and the immature individuals have no ability to breed, which is rea-
sonable, for example, womenwho are infected with gonorrhea cannot give birth to babies.
Meanwhile, we suppose that the recruitment rate is governed by the Beverton-Holt type,
that is, ξS(n)/( + βN(n)) and that susceptible individuals are infected with probability
αI(n)/N(n).
Under the above assumptions, the following discrete SISmodel with stage structure and
standard incidence rate is proposed
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
J(n + ) = ξS(n)+βN(n) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + ) = rcJ(n) + r( – αI(n)N(n) )S(n) + rσ I(n),
I(n + ) = rα I(n)N(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n),
N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n),
()
where ξ and β are positive constants, r is the survival rate of immature individuals, r
is the survival rate of mature individuals, r is the survival rate of infected individuals, c
is the rate of immature individuals becoming mature individuals and σ is the susceptible
individuals that recover with probability.
For an epidemic model, it is well known that we are concerned about that whether the
disease will invade the population. Thus, it is important to research the permanence and
extinction of the disease. Therefore, in this paper, we ﬁrstly will establish the suﬃcient
conditions, which ensure the disease in model () is permanent or extinct, respectively.
Next, by using theHornﬁxed-point theoremand themethodof linearization,wewill study
the existence and local asymptotical stability of the endemic equilibrium for model ().
Further, for a discrete epidemic model, its dynamical behaviors may be very complicated
which can be seen in some examples and numerical simulations in model ().
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we will introduce the
basic assumptions for model (). Next, we will consider an auxiliary system, which in-
cludes a variable parameter (see model () in the next section). We will establish the suf-
ﬁcient conditions which ensure the global asymptotical stability of positive equilibrium
of the auxiliary system. From this, we will further obtain the global asymptotical stability
of positive equilibrium of the disease-free subsystem of model () (see model () in the
next section). Further, we will consider the general autonomous diﬀerence equation (see
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model () in the next section). We will prove that if all solutions of the equation are ulti-
mately bounded then it has at least an equilibrium. In Section , the suﬃcient conditions
are established to ensure the permanence or extinction of the disease in model (). Fur-
ther, the existence and local asymptotical stability of endemic equilibrium are obtained in
Section . In Section , some examples and numerical simulations are given to illustrate
the feasibility of the main results. In Section , a brief discussion and some open problems
are given.
2 Preliminaries
Let Z denote the set of all nonnegative integers. In this paper, for model () we ﬁrst intro-
duce the following assumptions:
(H)  < c < ,  < α < ,  < σ < ,  < ri <  (i = , , ).
(H) ξ + R > , where R =max{r, r, r}.
(H) r – rc – ξ / > .
Based on the biological background of model (), we only consider the solution of model
() with the following initial conditions:
(
J(),S(), I()
) ∈ R+ = {(x, y, z) : x > , y > , z > }. ()
Lemma . Assume that (H) holds. Then R+ is the invariable set of model (), that is, any
solution (J(n),S(n), I(n)) of model () with initial condition () is positive for any n ∈ Z.
The proof of Lemma . is simple; we hence omit it here. When I(n) ≡  in model (),
we obtain the following subsystem of model ()
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
J(n + ) = ξS(n)+βN(n) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + ) = rcJ(n) + rS(n),
N(n) = J(n) + S(n).
()




+β(J+S) + rJ – rcJ ,
S = rcJ + rS,
()
let
A* = ξrc( – r + rc)( – r)
. ()
Solving equation (), we can obtain that if A* ≤  then equation () only has a solution
J = , S = , and if A* >  then equation () has two solutions J = , S =  and J = J *, S = S*,
where
J * = (A
* – )( – r)
( – r + rc)β
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Therefore, we ﬁnally have that if A* ≤ , then model () has only an equilibrium E(, )
and if A* > , then model () has two equilibria E(, ) and E*(J *,S*).
Corresponding toE*(J *,S*), we see thatmodel () has a disease-free equilibrium (J *,S*, ).









–rc  – r
)
= .
In order to study the extinction andpermanence of the disease ofmodel (), we introduce
an auxiliary system as follows:
⎧⎨
⎩J(n + ) =
ξS(n)
+β(J(n)+S(n)+ρ) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + ) = rcJ(n) + r( – αρ(J(n)+S(n)+ρ) )S(n),
()
where ρ is a nonnegative parameter. Let
B* = ξrc( – r + rc)( – r( – α))
. ()
We have the following result.
Lemma . Assume that (H) to (H) hold and B* > .Then there exists a positive constant
δ >  such that model () has a globally uniformly asymptotically stable positive equilib-













Proof To obtain equilibria of model (), we ﬁrst consider the following equations:
⎧⎨
⎩F(ρ, J ,S) = J –
ξS
+β(J+S+ρ) – rJ + rcJ = ,
G(ρ, J ,S) = S – rcJ – r( – αρ(J+S+ρ) )S = .
By calculating, we obtain the Jacobian matrix of (F(ρ, J ,S),G(ρ, J ,S)) at point (, J *,S*) is
(





–rc  – r
)
.
It is easy to see that F ,G ∈ Ck(R+×R+,R) for any integer ≤ k <∞, and F(, J *,S*) =  and
G(, J *,S*) = . Combining (H), by using the existence theorem of implicit function, there
exists an open subset I × I including (, J *,S*) in R+ ×R+ such that for every ρ in I, there
exists a unique (Jρ ,Sρ) in I such that F(ρ, Jρ ,Sρ) = , G(ρ, Jρ ,Sρ) =  and (J,S) = (J *,S*).
Furthermore, Jρ and Sρ are continuously diﬀerentiable with respect to ρ . This shows that
there exists a positive constant δ >  with δ <  such that when ρ ∈ [, δ), model () has
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The Jacobian matrix of model () is
ρ =
(
r – rc – ξβS(n)(+β(J(n)+S(n)+ρ))
ξ (+βJ(n)+βρ)
(+β(J(n)+S(n)+ρ))















it follows from (H) to (H) that for any ρ ∈ (, δ), matrix ρ is positive, that is, all ele-
ments of ρ are positive.
Choose constant ε >  such that B* >  + ε. Let K =  + ε/. Further choose positive
constants δ*, δ and δ* ≤ δ such that Kβρ < ε/ and
δβ
(
K + rc – r( – α)
)
< ε




( – r( – α))K
and ρ ∈ (, δ*), then we have
Jρ() – Jρ() =
ξSρ()
 + β(Jρ() + Sρ() + ρ)
+ rJρ() – rcJρ() – Jρ()
= Jρ()
[ B*( – r – rc)
K + Jρ()β(K + rc–r(–α) ) +Kβρ
– ( – r + rc)
]
> Jρ()
[B*( – r – rc)
K + ε/ – ( – r + rc)
]
= Jρ()
[B*( – r – rc)
 + ε – ( – r + rc)
]
= Jρ()( – r + rc)
( B*




Sρ() – Sρ() = rcJρ() + r
(





 – r( – α)
) Jρ()rc
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Owing to the positivity of matrix ρ , we obtain
Jρ(n + ) > Jρ(n), Sρ(n + ) > Sρ(n) for all n ∈ Z.
This shows that solution (Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) of model () is increasing with respect to n ∈ Z.











Further, choose constants ε >  and  >  large enough such that A* >  + ε and
A*K
 +β( + rcK–r )
<  – ε,
whereA* is given in (). For any positive solution (Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) ofmodel (), when Jρ() >,
Sρ() = Jρ()rcK/( – r) and ρ ∈ (, δ*), we have
Jρ() – Jρ() =
ξSρ()
 + β(Jρ() + Sρ() + ρ)




 + β(Jρ() + Jρ ()rcK(–r) + ρ)
+ rJρ() – rcJρ() – Jρ()
≤ Jρ()
[A*K( – r + rc)
 +β( + rcK–r )
– ( – r + rc)
]
< –εJρ()( – r + rc)
< 
and
Sρ() – Sρ() = rcJρ() + r
(
 – αρJρ() + Sρ() + ρ
)
Sρ() – Sρ()





Similarly, owing to the positivity of matrix ρ , we obtain Jρ(n + ) < Jρ(n) and Sρ(n + ) <
Sρ(n) for all n ∈ Z. This shows that solution (Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) of model () is decreasing with
respect to n ∈ Z. Therefore, we ﬁnally also have limn→∞(Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) = E*ρ(J *ρ ,S*ρ).
Let (Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) be any positive solution ofmodel (). Choose two solutions (J¯ρ(n), S¯ρ(n))
and (Jˆρ(n), Sˆρ(n)) of model () satisfying
 < J¯ρ() < δ, S¯ρ() =
J¯ρ()rc
( – r( – α))K
and
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respectively, such that J¯ρ() < Jρ() < Jˆρ() and S¯ρ() < Sρ() < Sˆρ(), then when ρ ∈ (, δ*),
owing to the positivity of matrix ρ , we obtain J¯ρ(n) < Jρ(n) < Jˆρ(n) and S¯ρ(n) < Sρ(n) <
Sˆρ(n) for all n ∈ Z. Therefore, we ﬁnally have limn→∞(Jρ(n),Sρ(n)) = E*ρ(J *ρ ,S*ρ). This com-
pletes the proof of Lemma .. 
Directly from Lemma ., we have the following result.
Corollary . Assume that (H) to (H) hold andA* > .Then E*(J *,S*) is a globally asymp-
totically stable equilibrium of model ().
In the following, we introduce the comparison principle of diﬀerence equations.
Lemma . (see []) Suppose that functions f , g : Z+ × [,∞) → [,∞) satisfy f (n,x) ≤
g(n,x) (or f (n,x) ≥ g(n,x)) for n ∈ Z+ and x ∈ [,∞) and g(n,x) is nondecreasing with re-
spect to x≥ . If sequences {x(n)} and {u(n)} are the nonnegative solutions of the following
diﬀerence equations








, n = , , , . . . ,
respectively, and x()≤ u() (or x()≥ u()), then we have
x(n)≤ u(n) (or x(n)≥ u(n)) for all n≥ .
For any x = (x,x, . . . ,xn) ∈ Rn we deﬁne |x| = max{|x|, |x|, . . . , |xn|}. For any constant
B > , let SB = {x ∈ Rn : |x| < B}. Suppose that F(x) : Rn → Rn be a continuous map, we
consider the following diﬀerence equation:




, n ∈ Z. ()
On the existence of equilibrium of model (), we have the following result.
Lemma . Assume that model () is ultimately bounded with respect to B, that is, there
is a constant B >  such that for any solution x(n) = (x(n),x(n), . . . ,xn(n)) of model ()
lim sup
n→∞
∣∣xi(n)∣∣≤ B, i = , , . . . ,n.
Then model () has at least an equilibrium.
Proof Let x(n,x) be the solution of model () with initial value x() = x ∈ Rn. From the
continuity of F(x), we can obtain that x(n,x) is continuous with respect to x ∈ Rn. Firstly,
we prove the following claims.
Claim . For any constant A > B, there is a constant λ > A such that |x(n,x)| < λ for all
n ∈ Z and x ∈ S¯A, where S¯A is the closure of set SA.
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Then there is a k >  such that |x(nk ,xk)| > A for all k ≥ k. Since |x(,xk)| = |xk| < A for
all k ∈ Z, there is a sk ∈ [,nk) such that |x(sk ,xk)| ≤ A and |x(n,xk)| > A for all n ∈ (sk ,nk]
and k ≥ k. Let ψk = x(sk ,xk), thenψk ∈ S¯A for all k ≥ k. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that there is a ψ ∈ S¯A such that limk→∞ψk =ψ.
We consider solution x(n,ψ) of model (), by the ultimate boundedness of model (),
there is an N >  such that |x(n,ψ)| < B for all n ≥ N. From the continuity of solu-
tion x(n,x) with respect to x ∈ Rn, there is an integer N >  such that |x(N,ψk)| < B
for all k ≥ N. Choose a constant M > max{A, |x(n,ψ)| : n ∈ [,N]}, then there is an
integer N > N such that |x(n,ψk)| <M for all k ≥ N and n ∈ [,N]. Since x(N,ψk) =
x(N,x(sk ,xk)) = x(N + sk ,xk), we obtain |x(N + sk ,xk)| < B < A for all k ≥N. On the other
hand, from limk→∞ |x(nk ,xk)| = ∞, there is an N > N such that |x(nk ,xk)| >M > A for
all k ≥N. Thus, we ﬁnally have sk <N + sk < nk . Consequently, |x(N + sk ,xk)| > A, which
leads to a contradiction with |x(N + sk ,xk)| < A. Therefore, Claim . is true.
By Claim ., we can choose three constants B < B < B such that |x(n,x)| < B for all
x ∈ S¯B and n ∈ Z, |x(n,x)| < B for all x ∈ S¯B and n ∈ Z, |x(n,x)| < B for all x ∈ S¯B
and n ∈ Z. Let S = S¯B , S = SB and S = SB . Then S, S and S are convex subsets of Rn
with S and S compact and S open in S.
Next, we prove the following claim.
Claim . There is an integer T >  such that |x(n,x)| < B for all x ∈ S and n≥ T.
Otherwise, there exist two sequences {xk} ⊂ S and {tk} satisfying tk → ∞ as k → ∞
such that |x(tk ,xk)| ≥ B for all k ∈ Z. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there
is a x ∈ S such that limk→∞ xk = x.
By the ultimate boundedness of model (), there exists an integer q ∈ Z such that
|x(n,x)| < B for all n > q. From the continuity of solution x(n,x) of model () with respect
to x ∈ Rn, there exists an integer J ∈ Z such that |x(n,xk)| < B for n ∈ [q, q] and k > J.
This implies that |x(q,xk)| < B. Letψk = x(q,xk), thenwehave |x(n,ψk)| < B for all n ∈ Z.
Since x(n,ψk) = x(n + q,xk) for all n ≥ , we have |x(n,xk)| < B for all n ≥ q and j > J
which leads to a contradiction with |x(tk ,xk)| ≥ B if tk ≥ q. Therefore, Claim . is true.
Deﬁne map P : Rn → Rn as follows:
P(x) = x(,x) = F(x), x ∈ Rn.
Then we have Pj(S)⊂ S for all j ∈ N . Choose an integer m ∈ N such that m > T, where
T is given in Claim .. From Claim ., we can obtain that Pj(S)⊂ S for all j≥m.
From the above discussion, we see that all conditions of the Horn ﬁxed-point theorem
(see []) are satisﬁed. Therefore, map P has at least a ﬁxed point x ∈ Rn. Consequently,
model () has at least an equilibrium x ∈ Rn. This completes the proof of Lemma ..

In order to discuss the local stability of endemic equilibrium of model (), we also need
the following result (see [, Lemma .]).
Lemma . Let equation x + bx + cx + d = , where b, c,d ∈ R. Let further A = b – c,
B = bc – d, C = c – bd and  = B – AC. Then we have
() The equation has three diﬀerent real roots if and only if ≤ ;
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() The equation has one real root and a pair of conjugate complex roots if and only if
 >. Further, the conjugate complex roots are


















Y, = bA +
–B± √B – AC
 .
3 Permanence and extinction
Firstly, on the ultimate boundedness of all positive solutions of model (), we have the
following result.
Theorem . Assume that (H) and (H) hold. Then for any positive solution (J(n),S(n),
I(n)) of model (),
lim sup
n→∞
N(n)≤ ξ + R – ( – R)β (R + ξ )
 =:M. ()
Proof Since  < R <  and ξ + R > , there exists a constant N >  such that ξ /( + βN) +
R = . Obviously,
N =
ξ + R – 
( – R)β . ()
We consider the following three cases.
Case I. There exists an integer n ∈ Z such that
N(n)≤ ξ + R – ( – R)β (R + ξ ) for all n≥ n.
Then the conclusion of Theorem . is obviously true in this case.
Case II. There exists n ∈ Z such that
N(n) > ξ + R – ( – R)β (R + ξ ) for all n≥ n. ()
Then, for n > n, we have
N(n + ) = ξS(n) + βN(n) + rJ(n) + rS(n) + rI(n)













It follows from (H) and () that
ξ
 + βN(ξ + R)
+ R < , ()
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which implies lim supn→∞ N(n) = . This leads to a contradiction with (). Therefore, the
statement of Case II is false.
Case III. N(n) oscillates about (ξ + R – )(R + ξ )/( – R)β .
Obviously, we only need to consider thus N(n), which satisﬁes
N(n)≥ ξ + R – 
β( – R) (R + ξ ).
Consider set {N(l + ),N(l + ), . . . ,N(l + L)} with l ≥  and L <∞ satisfying
N(l + i + )≥ ξ + R – ( – R)β (R + ξ ) for all ≤ i≤ L – .
From (), we have
N(l + i + ) ≤ N(l + i)
[
ξ
 + βN(l + i) + R
]
< N(l + i)
[
ξ
 + βN(ξ + R)
+ R
]
< N(l + i),





 + βN(l) + R
]
≤N(l)(ξ + R)≤N(ξ + R),
which implies that () hold. This completes the proof of Theorem .. 
Next, on the permanence of all positive solutions of model (), we have the following
result.
Theorem . Assume that (H) to (H) hold, B* >  and R > . Then the disease in model
() is permanent, where
R =
rαS*
M + r( – σ ),
B*, S* and M are given in (), () and (), respectively.
Proof Let (J(n),S(n), I(n)) be any positive solution of model (), we need only prove that
there exists constant m >  such that
lim inf
n→∞ I(n)≥m. ()
Firstly, from Theorem ., there is an integer n >  such that
N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n)≤M for all n≥ n.
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In view of R > , there exists a small enough positive constant  >  such that
R =
rα(S* – )
M + r( – σ ) > .
From Lemma ., for above  >  there exists a constant δ = δ() >  such that when
 < ρ < δ
∣∣J *ρ – J *∣∣ <  ,
∣∣S*ρ – S*∣∣ <  , ()
where E*(J *,S*) and E*ρ(J *ρ ,S*ρ) are the positive equilibria of model () and model (), re-
spectively. Set α = δ/. We consider the following three cases.
Case . There exists n ≥ n such that I(n)≥ α for all n≥ n.
In this case, we only need choosem = α, then () hold.
Case . There exists n ≥ n such that I(n) < α for all n≥ n.
In this case, we can obtain for any n≥ n
J(n + )≥ ξS(n) + β(J(n) + S(n) + α) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + )≥ rcJ(n) + r
(
 – ααJ(n) + S(n) + α
)
S(n).
Let (Jα (n),Sα (n)) be the positive solution of model () with ρ = α and initial value
(Jα (n),Sα (n)) = (J(n),S(n)). From Lemma ., we have
J(n)≥ Jα (n), S(n)≥ Sα (n) ()
for all n≥ n. Further, from Lemma ., we obtain that equilibrium E*α (J *α ,S*α ) of model
() with ρ = α is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. Hence, for above  >  there
exits n > n such that
∣∣Jα (n) – J *α ∣∣ <  ,
∣∣Sα (n) – S*α ∣∣ <  ()
for all n≥ n. Therefore, from ()-(), for any n≥ n, we can obtain
I(n + ) = r
αI(n)
J(n) + S(n) + I(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n)
≥ r αI(n)M S(n) + r( – σ )I(n)
= I(n)
( rαS(n)




M + r( – σ )
)
> I(n)
( rα(S*α – /)
M + r( – σ )
)
> I(n)
( rα(S* – )
M + r( – σ )
)
.
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From this, we further have limn→∞ I(n) =∞, which leads to a contradiction with I(n) < α
for all n≥ n. Therefore, the statement of Case  is false.
Case . I(n) oscillates about α.
Obviously, there exists integer sequences {τk}∞k= and {tk}∞k= with n ≤ τ < t < · · · τk <
tk < · · · and limk→∞ τk =∞ such that
I(n) < α for all n ∈ [τk , tk],
I(n)≥ α for all n /∈ [τk , tk].
When n ∈ [τk , tk] for any k ∈ Z, we have
J(n + )≥ ξS(n) + β(J(n) + S(n) + α) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + )≥ rcJ(n) + r
(
 – ααJ(n) + S(n) + α
)
S(n).
From Lemma ., we have
J(n)≥ Jα (n), S(n)≥ Sα (n) ()
for all n ∈ [τk , tk], where (Jα (n),Sα (n)) is the positive solution of model () with ρ = α




α ) of model
() with ρ = α is globally uniformly asymptotically stable, for above  >  there exits an
integer n¯ >  which is independent of any τk and (J(τk),S(τk)) such that
∣∣Jα (n) – J *α ∣∣ <  ,
∣∣Sα (n) – S*α ∣∣ <  ()
for all n≥ τk + n¯. We claim that there exists an integer N ∈ Z depending on only  such
that
tk – τk – n¯ + ≤N.
Otherwise, for any large enough G > , there exists an integer K >  such that
tK – τK – n¯ +  >G.
We choose
G = –(n + ) ln(r( – σ ))
lnR
+ . ()
From () and ()-(), we can obtain that when n ∈ [τk + n¯, tk]
I(n + ) = rαI(n)J(n) + S(n) + I(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n)
≥ I(n)
( rαS(n)
M + r( – σ )
)




M + r( – σ )
)
> I(n)
( rα(S*α – /)
M + r( – σ )
)
> I(n)
( rα(S* – )
M + r( – σ )
)
.
Hence, we further obtain
α ≥ I(tk)




≥ I(τk – )
[




r( – σ )
]n+[R]G–
= α.
This contradiction implies that the above claim is true. Thus, for any n ∈ [τk , tk], we have
I(n) = rαI(n – )J(n – ) + S(n – ) + I(n – )S(n – ) + r( – σ )I(n – )
≥ I(n – )r( – σ )
≥ I(τk – )
[




r( – σ )
]N+n¯.
Choose m = α[r( – σ )]N+n¯, then () is true. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem .. 
Remark . From the expression of constant M given in Theorem ., we see that M is
a quite big positive constant. This shows that condition R >  in Theorem . is quite
strong. Therefore, an important and interesting open problem is to establish a more pre-
cise result on the permanence of the disease for model ().
Further, on the extinction of the disease in model () we have the following result.
Theorem . Assume that (H) to (H) hold, B* >  and R < , where R = rα + r( – σ )
and B* is given in (). Then disease-free equilibrium (J *,S*, ) of model () is globally stable.
This shows that the disease in model () is extinct.
The proof of Theorem . simple. In fact, for any positive solution (J(n),S(n), I(n)) of
model (), directly from model () we have
I(n + ) = rα
I(n)
N(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n)
≤ rαI(n) + r( – σ )I(n)
= RI(n).
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From this, we immediately obtain limn→∞ I(n) = . A similar argument as in the proof
of Lemma . we can obtain that J(n) → J * and S(n) → S* as n → ∞. This shows that
disease-free equilibrium (J *,S*, ) of model () is globally stable. Consequently, the disease
in model () is also extinct.
Remark . Comparing R with R, sinceM ≥ S*, we have R ≤ R. Therefore, combining
the results given in Theorem . and Theorem ., we can give the following important
and interesting open problem. That is, whether there exists a threshold value R* ∈ [R,R]
such that when R* <  then the disease in model () is extinct and when R* >  then the
disease in model () is permanent.
4 Existence and stability of endemic equilibrium
Firstly, directly applying Lemma ., we have the following result on the existence of the
endemic equilibrium of model ().
Theorem . Assume that all conditions of Theorem . hold. Then model () has at least
one endemic equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ).
Proof Firstly, for the following linear diﬀerence equation:
x(n + ) = αx(n) + β , n ∈ Z, ()
where α and β are constants, we have that if  < α <  and β >  then any solution x(n) of
equation () satisﬁes limn→∞ x(n) = β/(–α). Therefore, we can choose an integerN > 
such that x(n)≥ β/( – α) for all n≥N.
Let (J(n),S(n), I(n)) be any positive solution of model (). From Theorem ., there are
constants M > m >  which are independent of any positive solution of model () and
there exists an integer N >  such that
m ≤ I(n)≤M, N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n)≤M for all n≥N, ()
whereM is given in (). From this, we further have for any n≥N
S(n + )≥ r( – α)S(n) + rσm.
From the above discussion, we can obtain that there is an integer N > N such that for
n≥N
S(n)≥ rσm( – r( – α)) :=m. ()
From this, we further have for any n≥N
J(n + )≥ r( – c)J(n) + ξm + βM .
Again from the above discussion, we obtain that there is an integer N >N such that
J(n)≥ ξm( – r + rc)( + βM) :=m ()
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for all n ≥ N. From ()-(), we see that model () is permanent. Therefore, by
Lemma . we can obtain that model () has at least an endemic equilibrium. This com-
pletes the proof of this Theorem .. 
Remark . From Theorem ., we obtain that if model () is permanent, then model ()
has at least an endemic equilibrium.
Further, let
R* =
ξ ( – r + rσ )( – r + rc)
[( – r)rα – (r – r)( – r + rσ )]( – r + rc)
and
R* =
rc[( – r)rα – (r – r)( – r + rσ )] + r( – r + rσ )( – r + rc)
( – r + rσ )( – r + rc)
.
We see that endemic equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ) of model () satisﬁes the following algebra equa-
tions:
J = ξS + β(J + S + I) + rJ – rcJ ,
S = rcJ + r
(
 – αIJ + S + I
)
S + rσ I, ()
I = rα
IS
J + S + I + r( – σ )I.
From the third equation of (), it follows that
Sˆ = ( – r + rσ )rα
(Jˆ + Sˆ + Iˆ). ()
Further, from this and the ﬁrst equation of () we have
Jˆ = ξ Sˆ
( + β(Jˆ + Sˆ + Iˆ))( – r + rc)
. ()
This together with (), (), the second and third equations of (), we can get that
Iˆ = rcJˆ + rSˆ – Sˆ – r
. ()
Then, it follows that





Therefore, when Jˆ + Sˆ+ Iˆ >  and Iˆ > , namely R* >  and R* > , we can obtain that algebra
equation () has a unique positive solution which are given in ()-(). Therefore, we
obtain a result on the existence of the endemic equilibrium for model ().
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Theorem . If R* >  and R* > , then model () has only an endemic equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ)
and which are given in ()-().
Remark . On the existence of endemic equilibrium of model (), we note that the
method of Theorem . is totally diﬀerent to the method in Theorem .. From the ex-
pressions of R and B* in Theorem ., R* and R* of Theorem ., we cannot get the
relationship between them. However, we note that Theorem . implies Theorem .. So,
we have the following interesting conjecture.
Conjecture . If all conditions of Theorem . holds, then model () has only an endemic
equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ) and which are given in ()-().
Next, we consider the stability of endemic equilibrium ofmodel (). The Jacobianmatrix
of model () at equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ) is given













ξ ( + β(Jˆ + Iˆ))
( + βNˆ)




a = rc +
rαIˆ Sˆ
Nˆ
, a = r –
rαIˆ(Jˆ + Iˆ)
Nˆ














The characteristic equation of J(Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ) is
F(λ) = λ + bλ + bλ + b = , ()
where
b = –a – a – a,
b = aa + aa – aa – aa + aa – aa,
b = –aaa – aaa + aaa + aaa – aaa + aaa.
Let
A = b – b, B = bb – b, C = b – bb
and
 = B – AC = –bb – bbb + b + bb + b.
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Further, it follows that the derivative of F ′(λ) is
F ′(λ) = λ + bλ + b.










When ≤ , by Lemma ., we have that equation () has three real roots λ, λ and
λ. From this, we can easily prove that two roots λ*, of equation F ′(λ) =  also are real.
When  > , by Lemma ., we have that equation () has one real root λ and a pair




















X, = bA +
–B± √B – AC
 .
Further, we have
F() =  + b + b + b
and
F(–) = – + b – b + b.
Therefore, on the local asymptotical stability of endemic equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ), we have the
following result.
Theorem . Suppose that R* >  and R* > . If one of the following conditions holds, then
endemic equilibrium (Jˆ , Sˆ, Iˆ) of model () is locally asymptotically stable.
(a) ≤ , F() > , F(–) <  and the roots λ*, of F ′(λ) =  satisfy – < λ*, < .
(b)  > , F() > , F(–) <  and the conjugate complex roots λ, satisfy |λ,| < .
Proof Let  ≤ , then equation () has three real roots λ, λ and λ. We assume
λ ≤ λ ≤ λ. Further, we obtain that equation F ′(λ) =  has two real roots λ* and λ* with
λ* ≤ λ*. From the expression of F ′(λ) we have F ′(λ) >  for all λ ∈ (–∞,λ*)∪ (λ*, +∞) and
F ′(λ) <  for all λ ∈ (λ*,λ*). Hence, F(λ) is increasing for all λ ∈ (–∞,λ*)∪(λ*, +∞) and de-
creasing for all λ ∈ (λ*,λ*). Therefore, we ﬁnally obtain F(λ*)≥ , F(λ*)≤ , λ ∈ (–∞,λ*],
λ ∈ [λ*,λ*] and λ ∈ [λ*, +∞).
Let condition (a) hold. Thenwe obviously have λ ∈ (–,λ*], λ ∈ [λ*,λ*] and λ ∈ [λ*, ).
Therefore, (Sˆ, Iˆ, Rˆ) is locally asymptotically stable.
Now, we let  > . If condition (b) holds, then from F() >  and F(–) <  we have
that real root λ ∈ (–, ). Therefore, from |λ,| <  we obtain that (Sˆ, Iˆ, Rˆ) is also locally
asymptotically stable. This completes the proof of Theorem .. 
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Remark . From Theorem ., we note that model () has only an endemic equilibrium
andwhich is locally asymptotical stability. It is diﬀerent fromcontinuous epidemicmodels.
So, discrete epidemic models have more complex dynamic behaviors than normal.
5 Numerical simulation
In this section, we carry out numerical simulations onmodel () to demonstrate the results
in Sections  and .
Example . Consider model () with the following parameters:
r = ., r = ., r = ., ξ = ,
β = , α = ., σ = ., c = ..
By calculating, we obtain that R* = . >  and R* = . > . It implies that model
() has only an endemic equilibrium. Further, by calculating we have that R = . >
,  = ., F() = ., F(–) = –. and λ, = . ± .i with |λ,| =
. < . Therefore, the disease in model () is permanent from Theorem . and the
endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable from Theorem .. The numerical
simulation is given in Figure .
Example . Consider model () with the following parameters:
r = ., r = ., r = ., ξ = ,
β = , α = ., σ = ., c = ..
By calculating, we have B* = . >  and R = . < . Therefore, the disease-free
equilibrium of model () is globally stable, which implies that the disease is extinct from
Figure 1 The permanence of infected mature population with different initial values.
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Figure 2 The extinction of infected mature population with different initial values.
Theorem .. The numerical simulation is given in Figure , which shown that the mature
infected individuals is extinct.
Finally, we easily see that model () can exhibit more complicated dynamical behaviors
from the following two examples.
Example . Consider model () with the following parameters:
r = ., r = ., r = ., ξ = , β = .,
α = ., σ = ., .≤ c≤ ..
By carefully calculating, we can obtain
R = .S* + ., B* =
.c
 + c ,
where
S* = c(c – )( + c)( + c) .
From the expressions of R and S*, we easily obtain R >  for any c≥ .. Which implies
thatmodel () is permanent and has at least endemic equilibrium. However, the numerical
simulation shows that the bifurcation appears on parameter c ∈ [., .] in Figure .
Particularly, take c = ., by calculating we obtain R = . > , R* = . >  and
R* = . > . Further,  = . > , F(–) = –. < , F() = . > , λ, =
.±.i. So, by Theorems . and .,model () has only an endemic equilibrium
and which is locally asymptotically stable. At same time, the numerical simulation shows
that the solutions of model () converge to a periodic cycle in Figure .
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Figure 3 The bifurcation of infected mature population with 0.4≤ c≤ 0.65.
Figure 4 The solution of model (1) converge a periodic cycle with c = 0.44.
Example . We investigate model () with the parameters as follows:
r = ., r = ., ξ = , β = ., α = .,
σ = ., c = ., .≤ r ≤ ..
By carefully calculating, we can obtain





S* = r(r – )( – r)( + r)
.
From the expressions of R, S* and B*, we easily obtain R >  for any r ∈ [., .] and
B* >  for any r ∈ [., .]. The numerical simulation on parameter r ∈ [., .] is
given in Figure .
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Figure 5 The bifurcation of infected mature population with 0.7≤ r1 ≤ 0.9.
From Figure , we can see that the disease free equilibrium is locally asymptotically
stable when r ∈ (, .), the endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable when
r ∈ (., .) and the bifurcation appears when r ∈ (., .).
Particularly, take r = ., by calculating we obtain R = . > , R* = . >  and
R* = . > . Further,  = . > , F(–) = –. < , F() = . > , λ, =
.±.i. So, by Theorems . and .,model () has only an endemic equilibrium
and which is locally asymptotically stable. At same time, the numerical simulation shows
that the solutions of model () converge to a periodic cycle in Figure .
6 Discussion
In this paper, we discuss the dynamical behaviors of model (). In order to the suﬃcient
conditions of the permanence and distinct of the disease, we ﬁrst establish some lemmas
for disease free model () and auxiliary system () in Section . From the results of The-
orems . and ., we can see that there exists a gap between R and R. Furthermore,
the existence and local stability of the endemic equilibrium are discussed. In view of the
numerical simulations, we note that the discrete epidemic models have more complex
dynamic behaviors than the corresponding continuous epidemic models.
In model (), standard incidence is considered, however saturated incidence g(I) =
kI/( + αI) rate may be more realistic than standard incidence. Therefore, we propose the
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Figure 6 The solution of model (1) converge a periodic cycle with r1 = 0.8.
following epidemic model in discrete time with stage structure:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
J(n + ) = ξS(n)+βN(n) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + ) = rcJ(n) + r( – kI(n)+αI(n) )S(n) + rσ I(n),
I(n + ) = r kI(n)+αI(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n),
N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n).
Further, we introduce more general incidence g(I) = kIq+αIp which was proposed by Liu in
[], here q and p are positive integers. We can obtain the following model:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
J(n + ) = ξS(n)+βN(n) + rJ(n) – rcJ(n),
S(n + ) = rcJ(n) + r( – kI
q(n)
+αIp(n) )S(n) + rσ I(n),
I(n + ) = r kI
q(n)
+αIp(n)S(n) + r( – σ )I(n),
N(n) = J(n) + S(n) + I(n).
We will discuss these models in our future works.
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